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Have you ever heard of Route 66? Sometimes referred to as America’s Main Street, Route 66 was one of the first major highways to
crisscross the country as a part of the U.S. Highway system.

Today, people are still driving Route 66 even though there are often faster-paced interstates that can take them to their destinations
quicker. There’s just something nostalgic about jumping in the car and taking a road trip on an old highway.

Let’s jump in the car and get our kicks on Route 66 together, shall we?

Route 66 runs from Chicago to Los Angeles, making it perfect for a cross-country trip. When it was first built, it felt revolutionary because it
left the dirt or gravel roads behind. Instead, Route 66 was built of asphalt and designed to be an all-weather highway. This allowed cars to
travel safely in any weather, to any place, in any season. It started being built in 1926, though by the end of that year only 800 miles were
paved. However, perseverance and hard work ensured the rest of the highway was paved soon enough after.

What made Route 66 so interesting was the fact that now there were new business opportunities along the highway. More gas stations
opened and roadside diners began to cater to people who were just passing through. Interesting destinations and attractions popped up
on the side of the road in small towns that no one had heard of only years before Route 66 came through. 

Today, you can still drive 85% of historic Route 66. Some of the original gas stations, restaurants, and attractions are still there too. You
can find multiple Route 66 museums that include timelines of the road as well as cars from eras gone by. 

In the midwest, don’t miss stopping at the St. Louis Gateway Arch or Missouri’s Meramec Caverns, a cave system used as a hiding place for
Jesse James. In Oklahoma, stop at the roadside attraction The Blue Whale. This funky sculpture was built in the 1970s as an anniversary
gift but has found its place as a quick stop along the Route 66 corridor. In Texas, don’t miss the Tower Station, a gas station that will give
you a step back in history, and the Cadillac Ranch, an art installation that makes for a great photo opportunity.

In New Mexico, scuba divers jump in the attraction The Blue Hole, but you can enjoy taking a look at this swimming hole too. Winslow,
Arizona is home to the site of a meteor hitting the planet. You can catch a look at the crater by pulling off Route 66. Finally, don’t miss the
Calico Ghost Town in California, which was once a bustling mining town but is now, well, a ghost town that is worth a quick stop.

Here’s to Route 66, a historic highway preserving much of America’s most unique attractions and history.
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